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About rally

Automobile club 'Delta Sport' from Zagreb, in cooperation with muncipalities Kumrovec, Zagorska Sela and Terme Tuhelj, 
on 1 and 2 March 2018 is organizing international rally event 8. INA RALLY KUMROVEC 2019.!

The competition was entered in the FIA and Croatian Car and Karting Federation calendar, and count as International FIA 
Zone Croatian Championship and Open Zagreb Championship. On Friday all participants will be organized very attractive 
prologue in Terme Tuhelj, while on Saturday there will be 6 more stages in Kumrovec and Zagorska Sela.

Whole itinerary is more then 140 km with almost 70 km of special stages!

Organizer

Auto club „Delta Sport“ Zagreb was founded 19 December 2000. After ten years of 
organizational and financial inactivity, experienced motorsport marshals has activated it's 
operation in order to organize, perform and participate in organization of sports events. 

Auto club „Delta Sport“ Zagreb is sports society registered by Office for administration of the 
City of Zagreb, founded in order to promote and develop automotive and karting sport.

In a short period of time it has become one of biggest and best organized auto clubs which 
gathers many longtime activists in the automotive and karting in this region.

Club was given the prize for the best rally organizer by Croatian car and karting federation in 
2012, 2013, 2016 and 2017 for „Rally Kumrovec“.

 AC „DELTA SPORT” ZAGREB
 Nalješkovićeva 27
 HR-10000 Zagreb
 Gsm: +385 98 40 082
 Web: www.deltasport.hr
 E-mail: info@deltasport.hr 

    

Welcome!

Welcome to the Krapina - zagorje County!
            
Welcome to the northwestern part of the Republic of Croatia, the Krapina - Zagorje County, 
which is a separate geographical entity and stretches from the peaks of Macelj and Ivančica in 
the north, Medvednice on the southeast, while the western border, also the state border with 
the Republic of Slovenia river Sutla and eastern border watershed basins of Krapina and 
Lonja.  

Welcome to the Municipality Kumrovec and Terme Tuhelj.

Welcome to "8. INA RALLY KUMROVEC 2019" which is organized jointly by the Municipality 
of Kumrovec, Terme Tuhelj  and Automobile club DELTA SPORT on 1nd and 2rd March 2019. 

We want you to feel comfortable in and around Kumrovec.

Arriving in Kumrovec, that was extremely popular centar in 70-ies and 80-ies of the past 
century of many car drivers and motorcyclist, where the number of competitors at the start 
was todays amazing one hundred, two hundred drivers. The rally season starts with "8. INA 
RALLY KUMROVEC 2019" and brings to Kumrovec "queen of autosport" and the best rally 
crew, whom we welcome and wish comfortable stay, with comfortable sports gatherings 
during the competition.
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Museum «Staro selo»

Let time stand still for a moment, enjoy the beauty of winter and the smell of bread ovens in the 
hiža, a traditional Zagorje house. Get to know springtime in the Kumrovec area while listening 
to bees buzzing in the apple, plum, and pear trees… Discover the pleasures of summertime 
lying in the shade of a linden tree or under an old grapevine trellis, and experience the lush 
autumn with its fruits and colors. Walk from one hiža to another, peek into the barn, the 
corncrib, and the well, and stroll to the end of the village, where the restored elementary 
school building stands. Meet „Staro selo“ (old Village) Museum, the biggest open-space 
ethnographic museum in the Republic of Croatia. The unique quality of the Museum are forty 
or so housing and farming facilities preserved situ, which house permanent exhibits of 
traditional Hravtsko Zagorje crafts and custom of the late 19th century. At the entrance to the 
Museum stands the farm of Broz cooperative family, which includes the bridge house of Josip 
Broz Tito, the most famous native of Kumrovec, with its historic and ethnographic exhibits. 
The other wooden and brick houses (hiže zidanke and hiže mezank) and the farm facilities 
have on display tools used by weavers, blacksmiths, potters, wainwrights, makers of 
traditional Croatian gingerbread and mead, coopers, makers of traditional wind instruments 
and children's wooden toys, tanners…
                                                                                   Museum manager, Tatjana Brlek

 MUZEJ «STARO SELO»
 Kumrovec b.b.
 HR-49295 Kumrovec
 Tel: +385 49 225 83
 Web: www.mdc.hr/kumrovec
 E: mss@mhz.hr

 
 

 

Co-organizer - Terme Tuhelj

Dear,

Terme Tuhelj, the largest spa and wellness center in Croatia, located at the very source of the 
thermal waters and medicinal mud, surrounded by greenery of the  Zagorje hills, 35 km from 
Zagreb. Resort, besides 264 rooms, contains the largest water park in Croatia with indoor and 
outdoor swimming pools, Saunas which covers an area of 1000 m2 with seven different of 
them, SPAeVITA health and beauty center, a convention center and many restaurants. 
Following the trends in thermal and health tourism, Terme has become destinations for 
improving the quality of life by setting new standards and developing completely new offers.

We are proud to open the doors of the largest continental resort and we want you to feel like 
you are at home. To all competitors we wish great results, and for all spectators to have a nice 
time in Terme Tuhelj.
                                                                                   Hotel manager Vasja Čretnik                                                                                 

 TERME TUHELJ l.t.d.
 Ljudevita gaja 4
 HR-49215 Tuheljske Toplice
 Tel: +385 49 203 000
 Web: www.terme-tuhelj.hr
 E: info@terme-tuhelj.hr

     

Co-organizer - Muncipality Tuhelj

Dear Ladies and gentelman, 

It is a really great pleasure for us that this year the caravan of the best rally crews will be driving 
as part of an international competition 8. Rally Kumrovec 2019. for the first time for placement 
at the parking lot if Terme Tuhelj. We are looking forward to all competitors and guests, we 
believe in the spectacle that prepared by the crews in the competitive part and we would like 
them to come back during the year and enjoy the benefits of our pearl of continental tourism.

We wish all the competitors a lot of success, and the guests to have good fun and a pleasant 
stay in our pearl of Zagorje.
                                                                                    
                                                                                   Mayor, Mladen Hercigonja

 MUNCIPALITY TUHELJ
 Tuhelj 36
 HR-49215 Tuhelj
 Tel: +385 49 557 244
 Web: www.tuhelj.hr
 E: opcina.tuhelj@kr.t-com.hr
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Co-organizer - Muncipality Zagorska Sela

Dear motorsport friends,

with great joy we are expecting you this year in our Municipality. In particular, I am pleased to 
have returned the special stage Zagorska Sela in the itinerary of the competition, which will 
pass through the picturesque landscape. I believe that many of the spectators will recognize 
the beauty of our region, as well as visit some of the historical and cultural sights such as 
Baroque Miljana castle or the chapel of St. Cats from the 17th century. I can proudly point out 
that with our neighbors from Podčetrkek, Slovenia, 14 years ago, we established the Tourist 
Zone of Sutla - a valley of health, a place of pleasure and relaxation in the thermal springs that 
our region abounds. 

For all spectators, I want a pleasant stay, and to all competitiors I wish a successful 
performance at the 8th INA Rally Kumrovec 2019.!
                                                                                   Mayor, Ksenija Krivec Jurak

 MUNCIPALITY
 ZAGORSKA SELA
 Zagorska Sela 38
 HR-49296 Zagorska Sela
 Tel: +385 49 510 378
 Fax: +385 49 510 070
 Web: www.zagorska-sela.hr
 E-mail:opcina.zagorska.sela1@kr.t-com.hr 

 
 

 

Co-organizer - Muncipality Kumrovec

Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are extreamely pleased to be a host this year in Kumrovec to the best drivers, rally crews 
that will come to our region and fight for the first points in this season of ASN rally 
championship. Kumrovec, which under its name first appears in written documents in 1463 
year, with its cultural sights expects competitors, media representatives and spectators of 
sporting automotive event "8th INA RALLY KUMROVEC 2019".

One of the main attractions that awaits You is the Ethnological Museum "Staro selo" 
Kumrovec, a unique open-air museum with originaly preserved rural homes from 19/20 
century, which helds in its centar the birth house of Josip Broz Tito, one of the biggest 
historical figures from this area. At the entrance to the municipality Kumrovec You will find a 
monument to the Croatian anthem "Lijepa naša" in protected, significant landscape Zelenjak, 
surrounded with wooden slopes of river canyons Sutla. All of these sites, as well as the chapel 
"Svetog Roka" we hope You will visit during Your stay in our district, area of 17 km2, with its 
app 1.850 population. Restaurants, all of our cottages over the Zagorje hills, good 
accommodation and friendly environment with grat pleasure expects You, and we are sure 
that all octane sport lovers, both domestic and foreign, will have great time and this year in 
Kumrovec  - The most famous village in the world!
                                                                                                

 MUNCIPALITY KUMROVEC
 Ulica Josipa Broza 12
 HR-49295 Kumrovec
 Tel: +385 49 553 728
 Fax: +385 49 553 728
 Web: www.kumrovec.hr
 E-mail opcina@kumrovec.hr 

 
 
 
 

 Mr. Robert Šplajt
 Mayor

    

Krapina - zagorje County

Ladies and gentlemen, motorsport fans,

we are very pleased that the Krapina-Zagorje County and the Municipality of Kumrovec for the 
eight time are the hosts of the "8th INA Rally Kumrovec 2019.", which will be held on 1sd and 
2nd March 2019 as a start of a new rally season in Croatia. We look forward to have 
opportunity to see again best Croatian and region rally drivers.

Competitors and all other visitors have a pleasant stay in Zagorje!

                                                                                                        Prefect, Željko Kolar

 KZŽ
 Magistratska ulica 1
 HR-49000 Krapina
 Tel: +385 49 329 111
  Web: www.kzz.hr
 E-mail: info@kzz.hr
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5HISTORY

“Motorsport in Kumrovec from seventies till today“

The motorsport in Hrvatsko Zagorje occured for the first time 
in 1970s. For almost two decades Kumrovec hosted one of 
the motorsport events with most numerous driver from all 
around ex-Yugoslavia. It was one of the biggest sporting 
events in the region with over 200 entrants at the start. Many 
of them failed to qualify for the finals. With their race finished 
on saturday, they cheered for their colleagues on sunday. 
Kumrovec was the host of heavy battles for the trophies, but 
also a popular gathering point for motorsport fans of all 
generations.

More than 20 years since the last Car and motorcycle rally 
Kumrovec was held, Auto Club Delta sport crew decided to 
revive the tradition. In late 2010 the concept of sprint rally 
was born and just several months later with a great help of 
local authorithes the event was held. "First Sprint Rally 
Kumrovec 2011" took place on April 1 and 2, and it was the 
opening competition of the Croatian Rally Championship. 
Entry list had a total of 35 crews, with 30 cars at start. 
Beautiful spring day gathered several thousand spectators 
who witnessed atractive driving and historical win of 
Hungarian crew Janos Szilagyi and Viktoria Zejda in 
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO IX.

The following year the rally was recognized by national and 
international crews as one with the most demanding special 
stages. "Second Rally Kumrovec 2012" was held on March 
30 and 31 with 40 crews from five countries at start. Once 
again Janos Szilagyi and his Lancer EVO IX were to fast for 
the competition. Navigated by the new co-driver Botond 
Csanyi, Szilagy managed to win with more than 20 seconds 
ahead of ex-European hill climb champion Niko Pulic with 
navigator Sasa Bitterman. Once again weather was fine and 
even more spectators than year earlier came to see exciting 
fight for the podium places. The AC Delta Sport set a new 
standard for organizing of rallies and Second Rally 
Kumrovec was declared best Croatian rally in 2012 by 
Croatian Car and Carting Federation.

Janos Szilagyi / Viktoria Zejda, 1st Rally Kumrovec winners

Janos Szilagyi / Botond Csanyi, 2nd Rally Kumrovec winners
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“Motorsport in Kumrovec from seventies till today“

Great expectations for the "Third Rally Kumrovec 2013" 
were heavy cross for the organizers who once again did a 
good job. The decision was made to go even further than 
previous year. Promotional driving and VIP tent on the 
special stage were introduced as well as rally party with live 
concert by Euro Art Band. Due to very cold weather visit was 
less than expected, but again fair. Start list had a total of 45 
crews, with Szilagyi/Csanyi justifying their role of favourites. 
Unfortunately they had to withdraw at half of the rally due to 
co-driver illnes. Daniel Saskin and Damir Bruner in 
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO X took advantage of Szilagyi/Csanyi 
bad luck and won their third overall victory in career.

Year 2014 was the one of the most difficult in AC Delta Sport 
history and due to financial troubles Rally Kumrovec was 
canceled. A negotiation with couple of potential general 
sponsors failed, and it was impossible to meet the standard 
set in previous years. The decision was hard, but it had to be 
made, since the organizer didn't want to set an average 
event. Despite bitter taste in the mouth, the plans for next 
year were made immediately as the words of comfort were 
arriving from all sides.

With one year off a new challenge was in front of AC Delta 
Sport crew – "Fourth Rally Kumrovec 2015". Still 
consolidating the budget another high standard event was 
held with 42 crews from four countries participating. The 
tightest fight for the overall win was fought by previous 
winners Szilagyi/Csanyi and Saskin/Bruner. Last special 
stage was decisive. Szilagyi and Csanyi were 6,6 seconds 
faster for their third win in Kumrovec. Lovely weather 
brought many spectators to the first rally of the season. 
Once again the organizer got good grades from Croatian 
Car and Carting Federation.

Well positioned on Croatian motorsport map, Rally 
Kumrovec appealed new partners prior to it's fifth edition. 
Croatian oil company has become a sponsor and the part oft 
he name of the competition Fifth INA Rally Kumrovec 2016. 
The concept of the competition was the same as a year 
earlier which attracted the crews, 75 in total entered for the 
rally, and 73 actually arrived in Kumrovec. On Friday, the 
prologue at Terme Tuhelj Antal Kovacs and Gergo Istovics, 
as well as Zoltan Lencse and Tamas Hofbauer in Ford 
Fiestas R5 announced the fight for the top order. Saturday 
brought a huge invasion of spectators who enjoyed the fight 
oft he crews on the muddy special stages. Tradition oft he 
wins of the Mitsubishi Lancers was continued by Krisztian 
Hideg and Istvan Kerek in the Evolution IX. Kovacs and 
Istovics were second-placed with a whole second behind, 
and Daniel Šaškin and Sasa Bitterman in Evolution X with at 
third with 16 seconds behind the winner.

Daniel Šaškin / Damir Bruner, 3rd Rally Kumrovec winners

Krisztian Hideg / Istvan Kerek, 5th INA Rally Kumrovec winners

Janos Szilagyi / Botond Csanyi, 4th Rally Kumrovec winners

www.rally-kumrovec.com
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“Motorsport in Kumrovec from seventies till today“

Many years of organizational experience have been 
sublimated into the new concept of special stages. 
Spectators could enjoy more than 500 passing of the rally 
cars in just a few hours, on a location that already enjoys the 
cult status among the motorsport fans. A total of 59 crews 
from six countries appeared at the start of the 6. INA Rally 
Kumrovec 2017. 

The organizer has confirmed it's innovator status with the 
record number of R5 cars at the start list with six, for 
Croatian opportunities until then unseen crews, with such 
200.000 euro worth vehicles . Two attractive super special 
stages at Terme Tuhelj were won on Friday by the Austrians 
Niki Mayr-Melnhof and Poldi Welsersheimb (Ford Fiesta 
R5), who later on, on Saturday, March 4, debuted at the 
Kumrovec stages and gain the victory. Weather was once 
again good with above average temperature for the first 
weekend in March. A couple of thousand spectators 
attended the event during both days

The winning team does not change. The best organized 
rally in Croatia in 2017 was conceptually set for the first 
weekend in March 2018. The snow that fell sharply in the 
days ahead of the competition reflected a somewhat weaker 
crew response. Despite a solid list of 56 crew reports, a part 
of them left off because of illness, and Romania received a 
letter saying that it is impossible to get on the road because 
of snow and ice.

But, the 7th INA Rally Kumrovec started 40 cars, out of 
which 36 went to the finish line. In the snowy idyllic Zagorje 
breeze, the spectators has one again showed that Rally 
Kumrovec is an inevitable station of the domestic 
championship. The title was defended by Austrian Nikki 
Mayr-Melnhof, who's codriver was Thomas Zeiser for this 
occasion at the Ford Fiesta R5. Immediately up to them 
were the current Croatian Champions Krisztian Hidek and 
Istvan Kerek with Škoda Fabia R5, and third place was won 
by veterans of the croatian rally, Zoran Raštegac and Damir 
Bruner with Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX.

Niki Mayr-Melnhof / Poldi Welsersheimb
6th INA Rally Kumrovec winners Niki Mayr-Melnhof / Thomas Zeiser

7th INA Rally Kumrovec winners

www.rally-kumrovec.com
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07:30 - 12:00

08:00 - 12:30

13:00 - 15:00

16:44 / 19:00

09:15

10:39 / 12:30 / 15:06

11:07 / 12:58 / 15:34

16:45

17:15

ADMINISTRATIVE CHECKS
Muncipality Kumrovec, Ulica Josipa Broza 12

SCRUTINEERING
Štefan d.o.o., Razvor 24d

SHAKEDOWN
Kumrovečka ulica - Kladnik

PROLOGUE terme tuhelj 1/2 (2.09 KM)

ceremonial start
Museumj «Staro selo» Kumrovec (1. car)

SS 3/5/7 ZAGORSKA SELA 1/2/3 (10.14 km)
Zagorska Sela - Kuzminec Miljanski - Pušća - Zagorska Sela

SS 4/6/8 KUMROVEC 1/2/3 (10.60 km)
Ravno Brezje - Razdrto Tuheljsko - Ravno Brezje - Kladnik

PRESS CONFERENCE
Museum «Staro selo» Kumrovec

FINISH CEREMONY AND PRIZE GIVING
Museum «Staro selo» Kumrovec
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prologUE terme tuhelj

 
 Prologue

Terme Tuhelj 1,2

2,09 km

16:44, 19:00

1987

FIRE

R

- TC / VK

- SS START / BI START

- END OF SS / BI CILJ

- SS STOP / BI STOP

- RADIO POINT / SUDAC - RADIO VEZA

- MARSHAL POST / REDAR

- AMBULANCE / HITNA MEDICINSKA POMOĆ

- BRAKEDOWN SERVICE / VUČNO VOZILO

- FIRE FIGHTING VEHICLE / VATROGASNO VOZILO

- FENCE / OGRADA

- SPECTATORS / GLEDATELJI

- NO SPECTATORS / BEZ GLEDATELJA

- SCHICANE / ŠIKANA

9

PARKING FOR SPECTATORS
N 46°3.877'
E 15°46.793'

7
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
Hotelska street - garage
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SSS/SBI 1/2
Terme Tuhelj 1/2

2.09 km, 16:44 / 19:00
SS/BI 4/6/8

Kumrovec 1/2/3 
10.60 km, 11:07 / 12:58 / 15:34

SS/BI 3/5/7
Zagorska Sela 1/2/3 
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LEGEND / LEGENDA

SPECIAL STAGE / BRZINSKI ISPIT

SPECTATORS ROUTE / RUTA ZA GLEDATELJE

SS START / BI START

SS FINISH / BI CILJ

SERVICE PARK / SERVISNO PARKIRLIŠTE
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N 46°4.484'
E 15°41.797'

SS KUMROVEC - ATTRACTIVE PLACES
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N 46°4.145'
E 15°42.720'

N 46°4.702'
E 15°42.504'
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N 46°4.447'
E 15°41.335'

N 46°5.693'
E 15°40.969'
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SS ZAGORSKA SELA - ATTRACTIVE PLACES

N 46°5.878'
E 15°38.127'
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1.   Tent Pionirček (food and drink)
2.   Trgocentar (market)
3.   Hostel Kumrovec (accommodation)
4.   Trgodes (market)
5.   Gift shoop
6.   Krčma «Kod Starog» (food and drink)
7.   Pionirček + Tent (food and drink)
8.   Caffe bar «Horvat» (drink) 
9. Caffe bar «Žgela» 
10. Caffe bar «Prince»
11. Villa Zelenjak (accommodation & food)

3

TERME TUHELJ

KUMROVEC

1. Element bar 
    (food & drink)
2. Hotel Well**** Terme Tuhelj 
    (food, drink, accommodation, wellness)
3. Restaurant «Grgić» 
    (food and drink)

1

2

9

11

1210

food & beverage



Location of traffic closure

N 46°4.732'
E 15°41.033'

N 46°4.451'
E 15°41.337'

N 46°5.795'
E 15°38.086'

N 46°5.915'
E 15°37.636'

Shakedown - before start

Traffic closure: Friday, March, 1 (12:00 - 15:30)
Road Kumrovečka ulica - Kladnik - Kumrovec
(church)

Shakedown - after finish (near church)

Traffic closure: Friday, March, 1 (12:00 - 15:30)
Road Kumrovec (church) - Kladnik - Kumrovečka 
street

SS Zagorska Sela 3/5/7 - before start

Traffic closure: Saturday, March, 2 (9:30 - 17:00)
Road Zagorska Sela - Kuzminec Miljanski - Pušća - 
Zagorska Sela

Alternative route:
Kumrovec - Ravno Brezje - Dugnjevec - Lenišće and reverse

Alternative route:
Kumrovec - Ravno Brezje - Dugnjevec - Lenišće and reverse

Alternative route:
Zagorska Sela - Plavić - Miljana - Košnica - Hum Kosnički -  
Desinić and reverse

SS Zagorska Sela 3/5/7 - after finish

Traffic closure: Saturday, March, 2 (9:30 - 17:00)
Road Zagorska Sela - Kuzminec Miljanski - Pušća - 
Zagorska Sela

Alternative route:
Zagorska Sela - Plavić - Miljana - Košnica - Hum Kosnički -  
Desinić and reverse
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Location of traffic closure

SS Kumrovec 1/2, Zagorska Sela 3/4 - before start + PF

Traffic closure: 9:00 - 20:30
Road Kumrovec - Donji Škrnik - Gornji Škrnik - 
Kladnik - Kumrovec (church) and Kumrovec - 
Donji Škrnik - Gornji Škrnik - direction Zagorska Sela

Alternative route:
Kumrovec - Zagorska Sela - Desinić - Velinci and opposite



N 46°4.601'
E 15°40.837'

Parc ferme / Regrouping / Holding zone

Traffic closure: 
Friday, March, 1 (19:00) till Saturday, March, 2 at (19:00)
Street Josipa Broza (Kumrovec) until right turn to
Lončar road

Alternative route:
Road Lijepe Naše

Parc ferme (TC 8D)

Traffic closure: Saturday, March 2 (16:45 - 20:00)
Street Josipa Broza (Kumrovec) until left turn to 
Lončar road

Alternative route:
Road Lijepe Naše

N 46°4.237'
E 15°41.865'

SS Kumrovec 4/6/8 - before start

Traffic closure: Saturday, March, 2 (10:00 - 17:30)
Road Ravno Brezje - Razdrto Tuheljsko - 
Ravno Brezje - Kladnik - Kumrovečka street

Alternative route:
Road Lijepe Naše - Risvica - Klanjec - Dol Klanječki - Sveti 
Križ - Tuhelj - Prosenik - Velika Horvatska - Ravnice 
Desiničke - Velinci and reverse

SS Kumrovec 4/6/8 - nakon cilja
*same location as Shakedown (before start)
Traffic closure: Saturday, March, 2 (10:00 - 17:30)
Road Ravno Brezje - Razdrto Tuheljsko - 
Ravno Brezje - Kladnik - Kumrovečka street

Alternative route:
Road Lijepe Naše - Risvica - Klanjec - Dol Klanječki - Sveti 
Križ - Tuhelj - Prosenik - Velika Horvatska - Ravnice 
Desiničke - Velinci and reverse

N 46°4.551'
E 15°40.364'

N 46°4.732'
E 15°41.033'
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Location of traffic closure

TRAFFIC CLOSURE



instructions for spectators safety on the special stages!
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